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Smoking ban proposed
The Academic Senate is scheduled to rule
today on a proposed policy that would outlaw
smoking in most of the buildings on campus.
Below

Baker to talk with Hussein
The Secretary of State will be traveling to Iraq to
attempt a peaceful resolution before the Jan. 15
deadline for withdrawal from Kuwait.
Page 3
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The Big game predictions

’Losing Touch’

The Spartan Daily sports hounds give their
picks for tonight’s 49ers-Giants NFL
showdown at Candlestick Park. Page 5

Kevin Cornelius, a theater arts senior,
won the Harold C. Crain award for his
play ’Losing Touch. Cornelius is
currently starring in the production
’Hair’ but his other play opens tonight
in the Studio Theater.
Page 4

The KSJS ranks the hits
The weekly ranking puts L7 and Brian
Bromberg at the top of the campus charts.
Page 4
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Weather
Mostly sunny, with highs in the
60s and nighttime lows in the
upper 30s.
National Weather Service
1VlorWAY.
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Aquatic Center pool to be drained

IMM

By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer

j

Dan Ocampo

Daily staff photographer

Geology instructor Noel Eberz, right, prepares to exercise, while
lifeguard Dwight Whipple watches other swimmers at the
Aquatic Center pool. The pool will be closed and drained during
the winter break for repairs.

CSU Trustees
give go-ahead
for master plan
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

The CSU trustees formally
approved the master plan on Tuesday, allowing SJSU to make
changes in the geography of campus.
According to Alan Freeman,
SJSU director of space management and facilities planning, the
primary work will be the creation
of a new humanities building where
Hugh Gillis Hall currently stands.
"We were pleased with the
trustees’ action," Freeman said.
"That was a big hurdle to clear"
However, he added that "the
humanities building may not get
funding because of the failure of
Proposition 143." Because of this.
"everything will now be backed
up."
Freeman said that the bond issue
could be back on the ballot in the
spring of 1992.
The trustees approved an SJSU
request that eight campus buildings,
that the university hopes to tear
down some day, be categorized as
temporary.
According to Freeman, the eight
buildings are Hugh Gillis Hall, the
men’s gym in Spartan Complex.
and the six red brick residence halls
located at the southeast corner of
campus.

Thousands of businesses in
drought-stricken California would
love to have the Aquatic Center’s
problem: what to do with several
thousand gallons of excess water.
The plaster that coats the surface
of the Aquatic Center’s pool is
peeling, threatening the operation
of the pool’s drainage and heating
systems and presenting the question
of whether the plaster work on the
pool met the architect’s specifications.
At the Student Union Board Of
Directors meeting Tuesday, Aquatic
Center manager Caryn Morley said
she has been forced to drain the
pool and have it plastered properly.
The process, which Morley plans

‘If we can sell part of the water it would help balance the cost of refilling.’
Terry Gregory,
Event Center Director
for winter break, will take four to
five weeks and about 250 truck
loads of water, according to Event
Cent,’" Director Terry Gregory.
"They’e got to see the bottom
of the pool to estimate the cost of
the project," Morley said. "I won’t
know whether it was a poor job
until it’s drained."
Preliminary estimates indicate
draining and refilling the pool will
cost approximately $2,000. To
avoid losing money on the project,
Morley has investigated the possi-

bility of selling the excess water to
private businesses.
Morley and other Event Center
officials have also considered merely dumping the water and absorbing
the loss for refilling the pool.
Gregory said that it could turn
into a politically sensitive issue if
the water was merely dumped. He
alluded to the possible stir it could
cause among environmentalists and
water conservationists.
"I’d rather sell it, but it depends
on whether the water brokers have

buyers," said Morley, referring to
building contractors who are often
interested in purchasing water.
SUBOD student member Gina
Sutherst questioned whether merely
"draining the pool is environmentally conscientious."
"That’s her opinion," Morley
said. "My sole interest is to get the
facility ready for next semester."
Said Gregory: "Probaly the best
thing to do is not tell too many people that we’re doing this."
Later, he said that he made that
statement facetiously.
"If we can sell pan of the water it
would help balance the cost for
refilling," Gregory said.
Gregory and Morley have decidSee POOL, page 6

Digging for answers
LEFT Geology major Gregory Swanson tests soil taken
from a local stream bed for
organic carbons as part of a
soil chronosequence stud). I he
soil samples were taken by
geology professor Deborah
Harden, Swanson’s instructor.
BELOW Soil samples numbered according to the depth
taken from the stream bed.

’We are pleased with the
trustees’ action. That
was a high hurdle to
clear’
Alan Freeman,
SJSU director of space
management and facilities
planning
Freeman said that the performing
arts department, located in Hugh
Gillis Hall, will be relocated where
the men’s gym currently stands.
The residence halls would be
torn down and replaced in 1994
with two high-rise halls that would
provide an additional 1,000 bed
spaces. He added that this plan
would be subject to change.
Freeman said that having "more
people living on campus would cut
down on the congestion getting
people to campus."
He also said that a 2,500-space
parking facility will be created at
South Campus where Spartan City,
once an SJSU housing complex for
families, was located. A shuttle
service will be provided to bring
people to the main campus.
Other projected changes of the

Photos by Anna Marie
Remedios

See P1AN, page 6

Stricter smoking policy proposed for campus Ex-Chancellor’s home
may be put up for sale
By Paul Wheaton

Daily staff writer

A revised policy calling for a
ban on smoking inside all university buildings and at all outdoor
work stations with the exception
of Spartan Stadium, the University dining facilities, and the dorms
will be presented to the Academic
Senate today.
This new proposal, if accepted,

would replace the present smoking policy established in 1983.
The present policy prohibits
"smoking in any SJSU facilities
except in private, enclosed offices
by consent of the assigned occupants or spaces specifically set
aside for smoking."
A smoking policy proposing
the same ban without any exceptions failed to pass in the Acadcm-

ic Senate on Nov. 19.
One of the new exceptions
would be made for the dorms
because it is "hard to argue against
someone smoking in their own
home," said Irene Miura, child
development program director and
a member of the planning, safety
and finance committee of the Academic Senate, which drafted the
proposal.

"Most campuses allow smoking in the dorms." said Virginia
Young, another committee member, who spoke at a conference
sponsored by Student Health Service on Thursday.
One of the reasons for allowing
smoking in Spartan Stadium
would be the difficulty of enforcement, according to Maynard
See POUCY, page 6

New editor, advertising director chosen for Spartan Daily
By Randy Robertson
Daily stall miler

Next semester’s executive editor
and advertising director of the Spartan Daily say they have the expenence to fulfill lofty goals.
Angus Klein, who was chosen as
the new executive editor, and Derek
Smith, the new advertising director,
both have community college experience at their positions.
"I want to break the lineage and

revenue records," Smith said.
Smith. 20, takes over for Jesse
Baliscao, while Klein, 23, will
replace Rob Neill.
"It ’s a natural ambition to try and
do the best in your major that you
can." Klein said. "There’s something about the newsroom like
nothing else. It’s exhausting but at
the same time you get pumped up
with adrenaline."
Klein and Smith expect to work

at least 40 hours a week on the
newspaper. However, neither seems
to mind.
"I have the ability to completely
devote myself to a cause." Klein
said. "I can be here until late at
night."
A year of training at Diablo Valley College has given Klein the
experience and confidence to run
the Spartan Daily. From Fall 1987
through Fall 1988. he held two edi-

or positions, including editor- in chief. He said he would like to we
the Spartan Daily run more invcstigative stories and follow-up sinries.
In the. future. Klein wants to cam
a Master’s Degree in International
Business and become a free-lance
writer.
"One 01 the things I want to do
See SPRING, page 6

By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

-the Ad Hoc Committee organized to deal with the State University House has recommended the
sale of the home formerly occupied
by former California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
Reynolds resigned from her prxsition April 23 under pressure from
CSU officials when it was discovered that she had granted raises to
CSU executives, including a 43 percent raise for herself, from $136,248
to $195,0(X). Reynolds also used
CSU funds to finance remodeling of
her home.
The three-bedroom home, which
lies on a 1.94-acre Bel Air property,
will be sold for a minimum of $3
million, according to Colleen Bentlay-Adlar. (SU spokeswoman.
Bentlay-Adlar said that the CSU
has received close to 60 inquiries
about the vacant house. Acting
Chancellor Ellis McCune. former

president of CSU Hayward, resides
in a Long Beach apartment close to
the CSII headquarters.
Bentlay-Adlar said that the new
house may be located in Palos
Verdes
or
another location closer to
Long Beach
than Bel Air.
Jim
Gray,
chairman of
the Ad Hoc
Committee,
could not be
reached for
comment
Reynolds
The house
was donated
by Mr. and Mrs. John Brown in
1972 "with the stipulation that it
woott he used as the chancellor’s
residence." Bentlay-Adlar said.
She added that Reynolds also
See HOUSE, page 6
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Keep pro-choice promise

Affirmative action, dummy debate

of the more attractive
One
things, and there weren’t
many, about gubernatorial
candidate Pete Wilson was his prochoice stance.
Wilson, bravely ignoring the
caricature of the right-to-life
conservative Republican, is proof that
the issue divides this society further
than political identification.
While we don’t agree with our
governor-to-be on too many things,
we are encouraged by his stance.
We cannot buy the argument that a
fetus has rights, and those rights are
violated by a doctor’s and mother’s
death sentence.
The laws of this country assign
fights to human beings, a fetus is only
a potential human being and the
question of rights does not apply.
The only rights that could be
violated in the whole debate
surrounding the abortion issue are
those of the mother if she is not
allowed to have the procedure.
We can only guess at Wilson’s
reasoning for supporting a woman’s
it might even be
right to choose
political opportunism in a state which
traditionally has supported a pro-

choice stance. However, as governor
it is time to speak with action that
matches the campaign rhetoric. We
ask Pete Wilson the governor to take
the following steps:
Consider only pro-choice judges for
appointment on the state supreme
court.
Make securing the right of a woman
to choose a legislative priority.
Use veto power over any potential
law infringing on abortion rights
passed by the legislature.
Encourage the office of attorney
general to be vigilant against backdoor tactics employed by right-to-life
groups that chip away at the right to
abortion in potential legislation and in
the courts.
Make use of the considerable
visibility of the governor’s office to
speak out for abortion rights.
is a beginning. We believe
This
Wilson was able to swing a
close race by picking up some
women’s votes where he wasn’t
supposed to.
He owes something to these new
supporters. Keeping his pro-choice
promises is the natural way to start.

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a production error in Friday’s
Spartan Daily, it was not made clear that
Bruce Holcomb identified himself as the artist
who created and hanged the dummy that has
incited accusations of racism.
Holcomb claimed responsibility for the art
project despite SJSU officials’ and art
instructor Harry Powers’ refusal to name the
artist responsible.
Hqjr,,quib’s =moo were quoted in the
aatiele at Ms 3-D art ass, Thursday morning.
Other students in the class that produced the
collage that included hanged dummy, were

present when Holcomb was speaking.
The article also misquoted Avery Nelson,
an SJSU student, and a black high school
student who both saw the dummy.
"One of the students asked me, ’what is this
here?’," Nelson actually said.
Nelson then said the student added, "You
know this represents you."
Please report errors in the Spartan Daily to
Rob Neill, executive editor, or Adam
Steinhauer , Managing Editor/Editorial at
(408) 924-3280.

REPORTER’S FORUM
MARCOS AZCARATE

Tales of plastic
and holiday perils
If we take a look around us, feel the
cold weather, notice the scent of the
newly arrived pine trees in our
neighborhoods and see the oddly
arranged items behind the glittering
display windows, it shouldn’t be too
difficult to realize that Christmas is
around the corner.
Christmas once again. The yearly
cycle punctually coming to an end.
bringing along its luminosity, glamour
and extravagance.
Yeah, it is the season of the contagious
spending hysteria.
It is the time to take the wallet out of
the pocket and grab the full -credit available, flat -shaped, plastic -made
credit card and please relatives with
smartly picked presents, surprise friends
with unusual gifts and get oneself into
deep financial trouble.
That’s what happened to me a year ago
and that’s what a couple of banks from

around the area keep reminding me on a
monthly basis, as I receive my VISA and
MasterCard bills.
Banks are patient, but their policies are
strict.
"Anyone who gets one monthly
payments behind will have to pay a $5
fee, the second month we will follow the
same policy," said Rosalind Canada, a
customer service representative from the
Bank of America card center. "If after
three months we don’t get response we
will contact the collection agency."
Canada said that in general. students
don’t get into much trouble because their
accounts are lower.
Sure, how about those students who
receive increases on their accounts, or
have more than one credit card?
Tom Headline, chairperson of the
Washington Square Federal Credit Union
WSFCU. believes students should use
credit cards carefully.

Steele’s fallacies
Editor,
I wish to make constructive
criticisms of Prof. Shelby Steele’s
factual claims in his interview in the
Nov. 21 Spartan Daily article," Shelby
Steele says critics are wrong about his
book."
Steele claims that while President
"Reagan ... was not supportive of
affirmative action ... blacks made their
greatest gains in the 1960s when we
did not have preferential treatment."
Steele has made a factual error.
President Kennedy began affirmative
action in 1961 with Executive Order
10,925. President Johnson issued
Executive Order 11,246 in 1965 to

expand what Kennedy began.
In 1965 Johnson explained: "You do
not take a person who, for years, has
been hobbled by chains and liberate
him, bring him up to the starting line of
a race and then say, ’You’re free to
compete with others,’ and justly
believe that you have been fair."
Steele says, "Clearly all the statistics
indicate a decline even as we’ve had
affirmative action." But Thomas
Sowell’s book "Civil Rights" reports
that from 1967 to 1978 "the income of
had
who
males
black
completed college and had more than
six years of work experience rose
from 75 percent of the income of their
white counterparts to 98 percent."
Sowell reports that "Black College-

educated couples with husband and
wife working had by 1980 achieved
incomes [slightly I higher than white
couples of the same description."
Steele cavalierly says his critics are
"silly" to insist that his arguments take
into account sociological facts such as
these.
He says, "if they want sociology
they should go to a sociologist." But
Steele is sometimes introduced as
having a master’s degree in sociology.
Moreover, it is an elementary
standard for any scholar, sociologist or
not, to avoid forgetting or fudging the
facts.
Sterling Harwood
Assistant Professor
Philosophy

Ethnic sensitivity
Editor.
The art class incident that depicted a
dummy hanged in effigy in the Art
Quad is an illustration of subtle racism
that permeates the SJSU campus and
society.
The actions taken by President
Fullerton to form a human relations
advisory board and her immediate
response to the high school students
and their parents are necessary and
demonstrate that SJSU will not tolerate
future acts of racial and ethnic
insensitivities.
We urge that this incident not be
viewed as an isolated phenomenon.
The university community should use
this incident to launch a series of
educational workshops on racism in
modern society.
We support President Fullerton’s
actions and are prepared to assist the
campus to create an environment that is
respectful of one another’s cultural and
ethnic heritage and that promotes a
better understanding of the diverse
groups that comprise San Jose State
University.
Steering Committee Asian Pacific
American Staff and Faculty
Association.

"If they are going to use credit cards
they should limit themselves to use one,"
Headline said.
WSFCU, which is owned and operated
by student members, has loan policies
specifically designed to meet the needs
of SJSU students.
"Students ask for loans to consolidate
their debts," Headline said.
WSFCU offers a two-year, 12.5
percent rate for a loan of $1,500, and a
three-year, 14.5 percent rate for a loan of
$2,500.
Headline believes that Christmas is
that time of the year when students tend
to use their credit cards more.
Perhaps, as a result, more students
visit WSFCU around this time, to get a
loan that will help them out for a while
with the nightmarish monthly payments.
"Before and after the holidays is our
busiest period of the year," he said.
I really believe him, I am seriously
considering to pay them a visit myself.
I guess I should have been more
careful while using my credit cards, but
how could I at a time like that?
It was late December and the shopping
malls were ready with their most
sophisticated weaponry aimed at me
from behind their display windows.
I was meant to be a victim of the
Christmas shopping fever from the very
beginning, from the moment I was able

I was meant to be a victim from the
moment I let myself go through the
crowded shopping center court, dragged
by an inexplicable urgency to buy.
to park my car in the full -to-capacity
parking lot.
I was meant to be a victim from the
moment I let myself go through the
crowded shopping center court, dragged
by an inexplicable urgency to buy.
There I was. me and my two credit
cards, shining like daggers, ready to do
battle.
I visited the giant shops and the small
retailers.
I sat at fancy restaurant tables and
patronized cozy cafeterias. I squeezed
my brains to find the right item for the
right friend.
I used the cards without pity.
There I was, the mesmerized customer,
the "thank you very much," and "please
come back again, sir."
Who said Santa Claus didn’t exist?
But with the same punctuality
Christmas had arrived, the eyebrows of
January began to come up from behind
the old calendar.

The symbolic pine trees were removed
and the colorful bulb lights were saved
for next year.
As life began to take its normal
course, the painful reality started to show
up in my mail box.
Columns filled with figures. rates and
percentages were telling me. basically,
that I was going to be financially
unsound for a while.
Almost a year has passed now and in
general, the situation hasn’t changed
much.
Every month the hills arrive
punctually and I try to keep myself as fit
as I can within the boundaries of legality.
But more important. I try to keep in
mind that negligence and credit cards
don’t mix well.
The buy now and pay later world is
sometimes dangerous and often pitiless.
Marcos A:Tarate is a .5partan Daily
staff writer.
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Quake did not reduce fault pressure
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SAN JOSE (AP)
The Loma
Prieta earthquake that devastated
parts of Northern California last
year was not on the main trace of
the San Andreas Fault and so did
not relieve enough stress that the
area is safe, according to a scientific study published Friday.
The study contradicts the
widespread view that the magnitude 7.1 temblor reduced pressure along the fault and suggests
that the Santa Cruz Mountains
are still in danger of a damaging
earthquake.
New evidence indicates that
the Loma Prieta quake occurred
on a different part of the network
of faults, known as traces, that
together form the San Andreas
Fault zone.
Although the quake relieved
strain deep in the rock, researchers reported Friday in the journal
Science that it may have increased stress on the shallow part
of the fault, increasing the
chance of a moderate (snake.
Scientists remain divided

about the new research and they
disagree about its implications
for earthquake forecasting.
Few think another magnitude
7 temblor is likely soon along the
Loma Prieta segment of the fault,
but many think a moderate quake
of magnitude 6 or 6.5 is possible.
Such a quake, although
smaller than last year’s temblor,
could cause considerable damage, and scientists generally
agree that the San Francisco Bay
area remains at high-risk for a
quake.
"There are some fundamental
things about how earthquakes
work that we don’t understand,
and we’d, be fooling ourselves,
and other people, to say we do,"
said Thomas Heaton, a USGS
seismologist in Pasadena.
Scientists have studied the
movement of the San Andreas
Fault in the 1989 quake and the
San Francisco earthquake of
1906. In the typical temblor, the

motion is horizontal, with land
west of the fault lurching northward and land east of the fault
moving south.
But some of the motion was
vertical in the 1989 quake,
prompting some to conclude that
the quakes were probably not on
the same trace of the San Andreas Fault system.
Stanford University geophysicist Paul Segall thinks the Loma
Prieta quake may have sped up
the likelihood of another quake
by shifting stress into the top part
of the fault.
"It seems almost unavoidable." he said. "I don’t see, theoretically, how that could not
happen."
Others disagree.
"The details of whether this
crack or that crack ... slipped
could not matter less," said
USGS seismologist Allan Lindh.
"It’s energy stored in rocks that
causes earthquakes. The rock has
moved, and that energy is
gone."

President to dispatch Baker
to open channels with Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush on Friday said that he is
dispatching Secretary of State
James Baker III to Baghdad to discuss an ending to the gulf crisis.
In remarks in the White House
press briefing rooms, Bush said the
Iraqi foreign minister would be
welcome in Washington for consultations the week of Dec. 10. He
said Baker would travel to Iraq between Dec. 15 and the Jan. 15
United Nations deadline for Iraq to
withdraw from Kuwait.
Bush said economic sanctions
alone may not be enough to force
an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait,
and said if war breaks out it will
not be "another Vietnam."
The president. welcoming the
U.N. resolution which would
allow for force against Iraq, said
Baker would be prepared "to discuss all aspects of the gulf crisis."
but said he would not waiver in hi’,
objectives of total Iraqi withdrawal, restoration of the Kuwaiti
government and release of all hostages.
"Never has there been a clearer
lers, but the computers are still demonstration of a world united
selling out fast.
against appeasement and aggression," the president said in a
toughly-worded speech in which
he frankly acknowledged some
Americans’ "fears of another Vietnam."
If hostilities erupt, he said:
"This will not be another Vietnam. This will not be a protracted,
drawn out war." Later, he added,
"There will not be any murky endWASHINGTON AP)
ing."
The Marine Corps said FriSpeaking of Iraqi leader Saddam
day it is ordering 2,996 reHussein, Bush said, "I am hopeful
servists to report for active
that now he will realize he must
duty next weekend in support
leave Kuwait immediately." The
of Operation Desert Shield.
U.N. resolution authorizes use of
The Navy announced a
force if Iraq does not leave Kuwait
call-up of 437 reservists,
by Jan. 15.
mostly for medical and intelSaid Bush: "I remain hopeful
ligence support.
we can achieve a peaceful solution
The Marines said 2,274 reto this crisis. But if forced is requiservists were ordered to rered . . . we have enusighpower to
port. Dec. 9 for duty at Camp
get the job done."
Courtney in Okinawa, Japan.
Bush’s talk blended words of
the home station of the 3rd
warning to Saddam with his surMarine Expeditionary Force.
prise diplomatic overtures.
It did not say why they were
He cautioned Iraq not to misread
needed there, but the call-up
could mean parts of the 3rd
Marines will be sent to the
Persian Gulf area.

Mac popularity results in shortage
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Those who put a Macintosh Classic computer on their holiday wish
lists hopefully did so early or
they might not see it this
Christmas.
Apple Computer Inc.’s latest
and least expensive computer, unveiled in October, has proven so
popular that it has virtually sold
out. And retailers say it’s unfortunate because the $999 Macintosh
Classic is in great demand as a holiday gift.
Apple, which has not been able
to get its production lines ramped
up fast enough for the holidays,
says it’s simply a case of the computer being more popular than the
firm’s most optimistic projections.
"We knew it would be hot. It’s
turned out to be hotter," Apple
spokesman Chris Escher said.
"We’re manufacturing to plan and
shortly we will be increasing man-

ufacturing capacity.
"We’re shipping a lot ... in fact,
we are shipping more Macintoshes
now than we have at any time in
our history."
Bruce Lupatkin, an analyst with
Hambrecht & Quist in San Francisco, says Apple will probably
sell 100,000 Classics during the
current first quarter. which ends
Dec. 29.
"That’s not a small task," Lupatkin said. "I would say they’ve
done a very good job with that kind
of availability. A normal ramp is
20,000 in the first quarter."
He also predicted that Apple
will show sales of about $1.5 billion and earnings per share of 95
cents for the quarter, compared
with $1.4 billion in sales and 96
cents for the same period last year.
Nevertheless, retailers are frustrated with the backlog of orders
for the Classic.
"Speculation on the economy is
rough anyway, so when a sure-fire
sale goes away, that’s bad," said
Gary Slippy, a salesman at a ComSpartaGuide is a daily calendar avail- puterland store in San Francisco.
able to SJSU student, faculty and As one of the largest computer resellers, Computerland has received
staff organizations at no charge.
more Classics than smaller reselTODAY
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Weekday Mass, 12:25 pm, Campus Christian Center Chapel, call 298-0204
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:Last meeting of
(Disciples of Christ)
the semester, 6 pm.Cosiness Classroom
80 S. 5th St., San Jose
Room 207. call 298-3549
DICK MILLER, Pastor
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
"Posada,- 7 pm -810 pm ,Student Union
9:30 a.m. Sunday Worship
Multi-Cultural Room, call 924-2707
11:15 am. Classes for all age groups
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENTAosing
12:30 p.m. Youth Groups
Touch: the Cram award-winning play. 8
Phonc (408) 294-2944 for further information
pm Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103. call 9244551
An Open, Inclusive Community of Compassion Committed to Action
SOUTH BAY HOMELESS ACTION PROfor Social Justice and Peace Sert ing Doh mom n San Jose since 1568
forum
on
the
homeless
and
Open
JECT:
housing, 10 a m -1 pm, SU Costanoan
Room, call 1415)226-9408
San Fernando
SJSU SKI SWAP
TUESDAY
P.R.S.S.A.: ’How to get your first lob in pubAND SALE
lic relations: 7pm.SU Costanoan Room.
December 8 & 9, 1990,t
call 248-5683
San
Sat. 10:00 to 7:00 $*-,
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:General meeting, 5 30 p m . Chicano Resource
sSoyn. 10:00
to
Ca:1,6
reqm,edthe2:00
Center. Walquist Library North. call 924peorurdensrOf the prvela gouts to
2707
280
(.iTHE JIMMY HEUGA CENTER.)
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: ’Car
Located
directly across seventh
v.
in on of the many door prizes donated by:
Care- a Workshop and Demonstration by
-0i street from the Events Arena
Mechanic Sharon Smith." 4-6 p.m.. S.0
OW WWI’
tiny
Montalvo Room, call 924-6500
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
For ,non, snfonnanan uS (401)971.0462
Co-op. The Finishing Touches. 2pm.SU
Almaden Room. call 924-6048

Marine
reserves
activated

SpartaGuide

his motives.
If hostilities break out, he said,
"I promise you there will not be
any murky ending. I will never
agree to a halfway effort."
Bush’s comments appeared designed in part to raise the military
stakes with Saddam, but also to respond to critics in Congress who
have said he should exercise patience and diplomacy.

’This will not be
another Vietnam. This
will not be a protracted,
drawn out war.’
President
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& BRAKE

DOWNTOWN

E. SANTA CLARA AT 1 1 th

VALID AT PARTICIPATING CENTERS WITH COUPON

298-7722
NOT VALID VVITH OTHER DISCOUNTS

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

DEC. 3rd to DEC. 22nd
*SEE THE SPECIALLY PRICED ITEMS IN OUR
ELECTRONICS & COMPUTER DEPARTMENTS

01ty Spartans
VS

Washington State
Wednesday, December 5
7:30 pm Event Center

"400117,,

-4-

Purchase tickets at the Event Center
Box Office at SJSU or call 924-FANS
for more information.
Basketball trading cards to first 2.500 fans.
Sponsored by the Department of Forestry.

NAL DEFECTIVE

Stan Morrison. Head
Basketball coach says
That’s 2 for the price 01 11’
"Be there, I’m taking roll"

-Aide

-0

NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

r40
19. ’EXCLUSIONS.

(11%

s

On Merchandise
Throughout the Store

San Jose State students (with valid ID)
may purchase two tickets for the price
of one ($4) for the first 1990-91 regular
season home game.

e

TUNE-UP
.............................................
OFF on6 Month, 6,000 Mi. GUARANTEE

HOW
mm.men

TWO FOR ONE NIGHT

Bush

MONT BLANC PENS, CLASS RINGS, TEST FORMS,
TEXTBOOK, COP1PUTER & ELECTRONIC DEPARTMENTS
AND MOVIE VIDEOS
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Madonna
doesn’t show
up in court

Publicity photo
Kevin Cornelius, center top, plays in "Losing Touch" which opens tonight

Award winning play highlights’60s
Cornelius, who plans to graduate this month with a degree in
theater arts, is well on his way to
beginning his professional career.
He has earned enough credits to recieve his equity card, which will
allow him to try out for all professional shows that are union-produced.
"He’s a talented young man,"
Reeds said.
For now, Cornelius plays Berger
in "Hair," the popular period
piece which throws the audience
back into the wild 60s.
But "Losing Touch" is a "very
now type of play," according to
Reeds. The one-act play revolves
around a mother, Missy, and her
rebelious daughter. Margaret who
have a serious lack of communication. Cornelius seems to want to
get the message across that people

By Sheltie Terry
Daily staff writer
Kevin Cornelius, who now
plays a lead role in the SJSU production of "Hair," has written an
award winning play which begins
tonight.
The play is called "Losing
Touch," and Cornelius won the
1990 Harold C. Crain Award for
writing it. Each year, the theater
arts department offers $250 and the
production of the play to a SJSU
student or ex-student.
In the past, participants included
playwrites from across the country, but because the department
began receiving hundreds of plays
to read, they have now restricted it
to only SJSU.
"Kevin’s play is one of the best
I’ve seen," theater arts professor
Dusty Reeds said.

their
appreciate
should
relationships before it’s too late.
"Losing Touch" opens tonight
at the Hugh Gillis Hall Studio Theater, room 103, at 8 p.m. and plays
through Wednesday. Tickets are
available at the theater box office
at $5 for students and seniors and
$7 for general admission.

MAC & PC
RENTALS
if The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed, For

Term Papers,
Homework, resumes,
& other needs...

be

Call 408/743-2945
539 S. Murphy, Sunnyvale

discorso 10a Nutt present all ad

evi

Dwarves

3. ’Sundown’ Claw
4. ’The Grind’
5. ’Beat Out My

mro

Raygun

Love’ Cramps

Creative Source
1 ’BossIcally Speaking’ Brian
Bromberg
2

’The Manhattan Project’ The
Manhattan Project

3. ’One For Alr Art Blakey &
The Jazz Messengers.
4. ’American Experience’
Vincent Herring
5. ’Standard Zone’

Brian MeMn

Tra

CUSTOMER RELATIONS INTERNSHIP
Apple Computer invites you to join us and explore a unique learning
opportunity. You’ll participate in a hinds-on lesson plan which will give
you a chance to experience life after school. These are full-time, paid,
9 month to 1 year positions.
Successful candidates will be Phone Representatives for Apple’s Customer
Relations 800*. Youll learn about our products, programs, and policies,
improve your professional communication skills, and work with a highly
motivated, energetic team.
You should be working on your Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Communications, Business, Marketing or Engineering. User level knowledge of Apple
Computers is also required, as are accurate typing abilities and excellent
written/verbal communication skills.
For more information, or to apply, please contact the Cooperative Internship
Office/Career Planning & Placement Center in Building Q.
Appk Cumgeler has

commitment to the piaci* of diversity

svekestoesppeerloas

to that mirk, we

l InclIvIdsnas. Women, odor:sties, winans and disabled
ledlylanni en encouraged to apply.

I

The power to be your best."
01990 Apple Canmer, I

Appk and the Apple is

are Avairrod Eftdemi& of AA* romparr Inc
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Work at our
place, at
your pace.

RAIN MIES r
IMPACT STUDY
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-TRUNK
MOSSIMO
’CLUB
SPALDING
TACHIKARA
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’BODY GLOVE
SIDEOUT
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THE SOUTHBAYS VOLLEYBALL AND ACTIVEWEAR STORE
VOLLEY & BEACHWEAR ’EQUIPMENT. TEAM SALES. RENTAL
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bemoh en Ion...

Look what you can do on the IBM Personal System/Vi
And if sou buy brfory h.rember SI. lt$MI. .sou’ll
receiVe a
Certificate entitling you to a roundAnd with the easy-to-use preloaded software,
trip ticket for $l49"/$249.** Inis’s a free TIM
including Microsoft. Windows’ 3.0, writing papers
Getaway’ Student Discount Canl application. You’ll
is only the beginning. Just point and click the mouse
to move text. Create graphics, charts, even spreadalso get a great low price on the
PRODIGY’ service.
sheets, or do other projects like resumes and flyers.
Plus, the IBM P8/20 and selected printers are
If you want to start turning
available at special student prices.* Print impressive
heads with your work, there.; really
output with the IBM Proprinteror IBM LaserPrinter E. only
place to turn ...thr
IBM PS/2.
title

We know that sometimes you have the
kind of work that only you can do. That’s
why at Kinko’s, you can come in and work yourself on our Macintosh.
computers. Well even give you $2 off of our hourly rental rate to try it
yourself And we won’t rush you’
Mi in
01
in =mini
ir on in
in

’ $2 Off per hour Mac Rental ’
$2 off per hour on sett service Macintoshcomputer time, at participating Kinko s
One coupon per custOmer Not valid with any other offer Expires _ /ism
Offer IS good between I I:00pm & 7:00am
only, and only at the following location.
295-4336

99

kinkois

the copy center
s

Christmas Faire

See the IBM PS/2 on display at the Spartan Bookstore.
Or call (408) 452-4931 ext. 1102 to schedule a personal demonstration with one of your
Collegiate Representatives. Be sure to ask them how IBM’s Loan for Learning program
can help you finance your PS/2 at affordable interest rates.
Eligible San Jose State faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s specially
discounted educational prices.

310 S. Third St.

in i

Hammer

Naked

See how we listened.

port5

IN es Es sr

L7

You said you wanted
to turn in papers
that turn heads.

I

VOLLEYBALL
HEADQUARTERS
OF THE SOUTH BAY

903 E.EL Camino

1. ’shove’

2. ’Detention Girl’

10% Student Discount

SJSU
L .m ionnO11111111111111111111111ismilimommeimmall
wearr,

Ryihm Wave

The best lesson is experience.

Computers To Go

Call(916) f 62.1010 for goer istortszams

Tn

’Top five Lists

FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

Early Season Introductory Offer II
50% Off ONE ALL DAY LIFT Haar !
To ininnhoe skiers to .Vor1bular i (Alvan e ir10401111k"
mg system after tbreeconseciaiie 01410 01$010147011king
expansion.ortbsiar is ofteringskiers bag. priced ear1T
season lift tickets.
kortbstar offers snowmaking On ricer 110 acres.
beginner tbroiigb advanced ski arms If runs are
sen iced hi ’lifts and filtered by snowmaking 1,010/11.
* lii receive tbe discount mu seal ;resew Ibis ad
IF Id is valid /sir SO’’, off one all das lift (Eckel
IF offer ialid Ibrougb December 21 1990
Osselbsta,baits sales and offer is subject to sell-out
tickers are sold on a firslionie frrst-sene basis

LOS ANGELES (AP) Madonna failed to show up in court
Friday but a neighbor who is suing
to force the entertainer to trim her
trees and hedges went ahead with
testimony about how his milliondollar view of the city was
blocked.
Madonna’s lawyers succeeded
in having her excused from the
proce eding on grounds that various threats were received. There
was no elaboration.
A throng of photographers, fans
and reporters jammed the courthouse hallway at 7:30 a.m. in anticipation of Madonna’s appearance.
But Superior Court Judge Sally
Disco said the star would not have
to appear and a deposition she gave
earlier could be used instead of testitnony.

90.7 FM KSJS
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the 21s1 Annual
Student Union Christmas Faire
at San Jose State University
December 37, 1990
Monday Friday 9 00 5 00
Christmas Faire Coffee House
Student Union Lower Level
Monday Friday 9 00 3 00
Art Crafts Food Music
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41) We make the call...
Cummulative prediction: SF 23
NY 20

Forty Niners
should beat
N.Y. Giants

Bryan Gold: NY 31
SF 24
"Losing to the Rams wasn’t a fluke."
Steve Helmer: SF 21
NY 17
"Giants’ defense can’t stop Rice and Taylor."
Randy Robertson: SF 13
NY 10
"Montana simply doesn’t lose big games."
Mark Smith: SF 24
NY 23
"Jones’ last-second catch sparks Niners’ win."
Paul Wheaton: SF 31
NY 10
"Breaks go 49ers’ way this week."
Bill Williamson: NY 27
SF 24
"Cofer misses long field goal as time runs out."

SteNe I lelmer
winning. Would you rather have a
losing record, but feel you played
well? Was last year’s Super Bowl
blowout against Denver any
different than the 49ers 1989 ’nailbiting’ victory over the Bengals?
I am not one of the complainers. I
think S.F. is having an outstanding
season, but they are not quite as
good as last year -particularly their
running game. Roger Craig is a year
older, slower and more banged up.
And rookie Dexter Carter is quick
and talented, but he’s too small to
head the Niners running attack.
Opposing defenses squash him like
a bug, enducing a high tendency to
fumble.

Tonight - in the words of the
SJSU football team - is the
NFL version of the brawl for it
all. It’s the clash of the titans. Or for
those of you who don’t like
metaphores, in plain English, it’s
the San Francisco 49ers versus the
New York Giants.
Yes, tonight’s Monday Night
Football game is what the media and
critics are calling Super Bowl XXIV
1/2. The two teams, undoubtedly
the best in the NFL with 10-1
records, are fighting for home field
advantage in the playoffs.
The media has been so busy this
past week, hyping the game up to its
fullest extent, that they forgot it’s
just a game. It’s not the Super Bowl.
The stakes aren’t that high.
Whichever team loses tonight, still
has an excellent chance to make the
January bowl.
Daily file photo

SJSU’s basketball team needs strong plays to beat Cal

Momson takes on Cal Berkeley
Harmon Arena at Cal-Berkeley
The last time Cal faced SJSU,
will be the sight of tonight’s SJSU Jimmy Carter was President of the
basketball game.
United States. Cal defeated the
This should be a tough assign- Spartans 77-66 in the opener of the
ment for Spartan coach Stan Mor- 1978-79 season.
rison, who played on Cal’s last NaMorrison last faced Cal as coach
tional Championship team in 1959
of USC in 1986.
tor then coach Pete Newell.

41:), 1990 RECORD: 27-8 (77 %)

49er secondary is suspect
The
after being picked apart by
Oh well, when Joe Montana’s
Jim Evertt last week. The Bay
Area boys are also supposed to have hot, there’s no stopping him. Sure,
Lawrence Taylor will get to him a
the number one defense aganist the
besides the stakes, the run, yet the Rams controlled the ball couple of times, but Montana will
B.,
for the entire fourth quarter. Will the connect with Jerry Rice and John
media hype and everything
Taylor more times than Lawrence
else, it’s going to be one heck Niners be able to stop the Giants
Taylor can count. As a team, San
run?
of a football game. Both teams are
Francisco is tops in the NFL in
New York doesn’t have the best
coming off convincing losses. And
passing yardage and Rice leads the
running game, but it’s a lot better
hopefully losing to the Rams was a
NFL in receptions (73) and
fluke for the 49ers and vise versa for than the Niners’. The Giants are
reception yardage (1,124). He also
sixth in the NFL with 1,326 yards
the Giants loss to Philadelphia.
on the ground, and the 49ers are last has II touchdowns.
People have been complaining
Tight end Brent Jones is next on
with 835 yards. Did I read that
every Sunday that the 49ers have
the 49ers with 42 receptions for 580
correctly, last? Dynasty’s arent
been getting lucky, they’re barely
yards. And John Taylor (547 yards),
supposed to be last in anything.
winning. Well, all that matters is

101)

who has missed three games with a
knee injury, has more receiving
yards than anyone on the Giants
squad.
Now, let’s compare Montana to
Phil Simms. Montana has
completed 265 of 415 passes for
3.300 yards and 24 touchdowns,
while Simms is only 156 of 250 for
1,954 yards and 15 touchdowns.
So, because of their much better
offensive unit, the 49ers will pull
off a 21-17 victory triggered by
Montana touchdown passes to
Rice, Taylor and Jones.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BEN JERRY’. ICE CREAM
WANTED CerIng, committed

VIDEO GAMES
WHOLESALE
Nintendo Genesis TG16
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
direct to saye yourself
cmeAm000y’Oum-Opm

socially conscious personffil
to serve as BEN A JERRY.

T days week’ Call today

Campus rept...heave
GOAL To hap BEN A JERRY’s
assist student organizations
working tor PEACE, the
environment or other
humanitarian ralues
CONTACT Greg Tanner
Ben .0 Jerry’s
405 Florin Rd 0323
Socremento, Ca 95831
(916)421511172
INTERNSHIPS WELCOME’

Icor more into VISA MC
Call Now (4 151379-8000 or
1408)259.8000
10 SPEED BIKE gustier. condition.
$55 Call 2807176

rehabilitation program Motivated
responsible student may apply
No experience necessery Ile,

AVAILABLE
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JapaElt-lingual
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Cali
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nese English
No
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HELP WANTED
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CALL NOW’ EOF

THE SPARTAN DAILY IS NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS for aspen.
enced poste -up people to work
evenings 5.- Wpm Mon Ihru Fri

ENVIRONMENTAL

1406) 238.0788
BOATS
TRUCKS
SEIZED CARS
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now’ Call I 8056112 7555 art C
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COMPUTERS
COMPUTER REPAIR
Date recovery hardware
upgrades Softwari. con
suiting LOW PRICES’ Also
sale at accaMoras
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420 E Sante Clara St
between 11111 II 10th St
behind SAW garage
Monday FrIdey 6PM-9 PM
Set Sun 10 AM -6 PEA
Call 264-1545

FOR SALE
AUTO HEALTH LIFE HOME
State Farm insurance Co
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1799 Hamilton Are S J
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000
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I 2 II paid
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MANAGERS TO RECRUIT

train and
manage youths ages 11.21 Work
with new youth rob development

04 sales end marketing experience 7 yrs college Call Family
Enterprises 01 236.3101
L OOKING FOR STUDENTS
I, work on an on -campus
marketing ’,Impact tor
map, companies Paull

hours set around
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College Aid Tracking Service
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC" Unwanted
harr removed fo f
Specialist
confidential Your very own probe
or disputable Cell 247.7486 335
S Ilsywood Are Sim Joise

Both men and women
Encouraged to apply
For more into call
180018254644
PART TIME CLERK’ Loc.’ San Jose
busman near SJSU campus
needs bright dependable student
for morning, pert time, clerical position Good aptitude for figures

UTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM at
Cunpus Christian Center 10111
Sen Carlos For more informetion
boul Ctivitia
cII On, Norti
F htleber a 298-0204

and typing at SO WPM required
Starting pey SOS, Apply In person at Federal Communications.
625 Wool Creek. Suite B. 279.
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TYPING’ Resumes ie...
theses etc Grad 5 undergrad
...reliable oats eves A weekends
by qui Laser Printer Call ANNA
Cl 512-4992

Willow

Allordable accurate &
last’ Spell Gum ck all

EXPERIENCED FAST
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!stamp MOM

math SPA Turabian formats

ow.cost editing

FEMALE ROOMIE %MOD’ 7 bedroom
epartment very close to cempus,
Fireplece. FREE laundry parking

tit‘ 5) 54150345
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PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your natural beauty’
Have natural lookong breadth.
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Masao Europe US
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SPRING
From page!
in my life is travel and write about
it," he said.
Smith served as Advertising
Manager at American River College in Sacramento before transferring to SJSU. He said he would like
to see more entertainment and dining ads in the newspaper, since they

POLICY
From page I
Robinson, acsociate academic vice
president for educational planning
and resources, and a committee
member.
Young said, "A big factor in any
future recommendations or changes
will be whether or not the city bans
smoking in restaurants. The point
was also brought up that many of
the foreign students are smokers
and it might reduce our ability to
attract them."
The new policy would have a
big effect on faculty and staff who
smoke in their private offices,
according to Young. People who
work outside would not be allowed
to smoke either.
"I’m sorry 1 can’t give you the
strictest policy in the state but this
one is better than the last one,"
Young said at the conference.
Young discussed both the proposal that was rejected and the new
proposal during the smoke -free
environment portion of the confer-

From page!

campus are:
anew science building adjacent
to Duncan Hall.
a new men’s gym at the corner
of Seventh and San Carlos Streets.
The northeast corner is vacant.
a classroom/faculty office
building where Hugh Gillis Hall

HOUSE

Derek Smith
are available and pertinent to college students.
A junior minoring in marketing,
Smith wants to one day work for a
major metropolitan newspaper as a
retail advertising salesman. He
prefers sales to advertising design,
he said.
"The reason I’m in advertising is
that I like newspaper journalism
and I want to support it."

ence.
The two main factors that were
considered when making the three
exceptions were finances and the
possibility of better ventilation,
according to Young.
Ron Duval, Executive Director
of Spartan Shops, spoke at the Academic Senate meeting on Nov. 19.
Duval stressed that the rejected proposal would have had a severe
impact on Spartan Shops revenue,
much of which goes to benefit the
University.
He explained that improvements
to the ventilation were being investigated, according to Academic
Senate minutes.
’There is supposed to be an outside exhaust system to the roof
installed in the cafeteria next
spring," Young said. "The effectiveness of the ventilation system
will be a big factor as to any
changes or recommendations that
will be made in the future."
Miura added, "It’s going to be
hottly debated because you’re
either really for it or really against
it."

F-AHRVERCNUGENF

PLAN

From page!
used the house for official CSU
business.
"She held public and private
events," Bentlay-Adlar said. "She
held fundraising events and receptions."
The proceeds from the sale of
this house will be used for the
upkeep, maintainence, and gardening of the new house, Bently-Adlar
said. The house is not being sold
for profit.
Bently-Adlar added, "The CSU
is hoping to have the house sold
and another one bought by the time
the new chancellor is hired."
She said that she hopes "to have
a new chancellor by late spring or
early summer" as Kom/Ferry International was selected as the executive search firm in charge of looking for a replacement for McCune.
The firm’s first order of business
will be to look over the criteria.
Advertising for the position will
begin after Jan. 1, Bentlay-Adlar
said.
"It seems that people are more
interested about the holidays than
they are about getting a job," she
added.

stands.
"After the humanities building is
complete, the next thing would be
the new science building next to
Duncan Hall," Freeman said.
Freeman said that the classroom/faculty office building would
be the last priority. He added that
SJSU will continue to look for
additional library space.
"We have to discuss that with the
chancellor’s office and trustees," he

The applicants will be taken
from a national search. BentlayAdlar said. They should have similar experience either as a chancellor
in another system or as a president
at a university. The applicants do
not need to be front the CSU system.
"One part of the criteria for the
position is a significant academic
record." Bentlay-Adlar said. She
added that honors and awards will
also be taken into consideration.

said. "We are determining what is
needed."
According to President Gail
Fullerton, SJSU was asked by the
chancellor’s office to look at other
options in this area.
Freeman cautioned that the
trustees’ approval of the master
plan brings with it "no guarantee of
funding."
He explained that the residence
halls and the parking lots are selfsupported financially and not statefunded.
The changes overall are expected
to cost more than $236 million.

From page I
ed to move the women’s swim team
to the indoor pool in the Spartan
Complex until the Aquatic Center’s
pool is refilled and ready for use.
In Tuesday’s meeting Thomas
Brennan questioned whether the
draining could be stalled to avoid
disrupting the women’s swim sea-

According to Colleen BentlayAdlar, a CSU spokeswoman, the
progression of the plan is the
responsibility of SJSU.
"After the trustees approved the
master plan, it goes back to the
campus," she said.
She added that planners and
architects arc available at the chancellor’s office in Long Beach on an
as-needed basis should the SJSU
administration need help.
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Champaign, as in Champaign,
Illinois, where George Sakas is a
Master’s Degree candidate at the
University of Illinois.
And Golf, as in George’s 1987
Volkswagen Golf.
"This car’s great to drive. We’ve
taken it on road trips to Florida
and all over the Midwest. Golf’s
got that special, solid Volkswagen
feel." (Hey George, the word is
Fahrvergniigen!)
"Golf’s got lots of room for
friends. And its hatchback design
has come in handy for the many
times I’ve moved."
For practicality, performance and
the fun of Fahrvergniigen, take it
from George.
And take up Golf.

FAHRVERGNOGEN.

IT’S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN.

you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to
appear in an ad like the one above Send your story and
;Moto to Volkswagen Testimonials 187 5 Woodward
, Pre 700 f3,,,,,qh:vn Mv:h.clar, 4800
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